Numerical simulation of multiple scattering by random discrete particles illuminated by Gaussian beams.
In this paper, we present an efficient numerical method for the simulation of multiple scattering by random discrete particles illuminated by focused Gaussian beams with arbitrary incidence. Specifically, the Davis first-order approximation in combination with rotation Euler angles is used to represent the arbitrarily incident Gaussian beams. The surface integral equations are applied to formulate the scattering problems involving multiple discrete particles with a random distribution and are numerically discretized by the method of moments. The resultant matrix equation is solved by employing the characteristic basis function method based on the use of macrobasis functions constructed according to the Foldy-Lax multiple scattering equations. Since this method only requires the solution of small-size matrix equations associated with isolated particles and it is also readily parallelized, the computational burden can be significantly relieved. Some numerical results are included to illustrate the validity of the present method and to show the scattering behaviors of random discrete particles when they are illuminated by focused Gaussian beams.